
Catawba College’s longstand
ing commitment to sustain
ability and the environment

caught the attention of Dr. David
Nelson, Catawba’s new president,
when he was considering the posi
tion earlier this year.

“For many institutions this is a
new thing,” he says. “The fact that
Catawba has for 2 ½ decades been

engaged in this work is very impressive.” The Center
for the Environment will celebrate its 25th anniversary
next year.

So why does Nelson think sustainability efforts are

so important? “Literally, the future is at stake,” he
says, “so preparing students to be aware that much
is at stake and then to [pursue] whatever advocacy,
policy, science and innovation efforts that address
those issues is one of the most significant things we
can do in education today.”

Nelson believes preparing the next generation of
leaders must include the study of sustainability and
the environment. “I think we’ll be failing our students
[if we don’t] because we’ll be missing something
that’s of central importance to the world.”

Paying attention to these matters on a regional, local
and personal level is also important, Nelson says,

EDITOR’S NOTE: Amory Lovins, world‐renowned thought
leader, spoke to a crowd of more than 300 people at
Catawba College April 17, 2019, on the topic of
“Transforming the Energy System for Security and
Prosperity.” He is the chief scientist, co‐founder and
chairman emeritus of Rocky Mountain Institute.
The excerpts that follow were taken from a Salisbury Post
story by Mark Wineka.

Amory Lovins gave much more than a halfhour of
evidence of a rapidly changing energy world – one
in which he says Edison’s electric and Ford’s car

(For more on ‘The Future is at Stake,’ go to page 5.)

David Nelson

Catawba President: ‘The Future is at Stake’

Energy Revolution Well Underway

(For more on Hotter, Less Democratic Time, go to page 17.)

A Hotter, Less Democratic Time, Unless…

(For more on Energy Revolution, go to page 15.)

What kind of issue is climate
change? Technol ogical?
Economic? Political?

Spiritual?

All of the above, said Dr. David
Orr. This awardwinning scholar,
teacher, writer and speaker spoke
September 24, 2019, at the Center
for the Environment facility on
the Catawba College campus.

The renowned environmental educator and entrepreneur
has had an impact on environmental education, campus
greening, green building architecture, and ecological
design for decades. “David has been a leader in envi
ronmental thinking across the nation,” says Dr. John
Wear, Center director. “He has a wholly different way
of thinking about things that gets you really excited.”

Orr, the Paul Sears Distinguished Professor of Environmental
Studies and Politics Emeritus at Oberlin College, began
his presentation comparing the rising Keeling curve, which
reveals the accumulation of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,
to a second graph which demonstrated the dropping cost
of using renewable energy.

“Think of those as bookends for our human situation,”

David Orr

Amory Lovins speaks to an audience of more than 300 about
the energy revolution. 



Covid19 Sparks Reflection  
On Sustainability & Selfreliance

By John Wear

The omnipresence of the coronavirus has brought life as we
knew it to an abrupt halt. After the original scramble to
create online classrooms, I began to reflect on past pandemics

and the impact this one will likely have on the sustainability of
our earth and our need for selfreliance.
Go back with me for a moment to England in the summer of
1665. In that year and the spring of 1667 Isaac Newton made
two visits to his family farm of Woolsthorpe Manor to escape
Cambridge, where the bubonic plague was killing people in droves.
It was actually the worst outbreak since the Black Death of 1348.

That time at Woolsthorpe provided a quiet, peaceful environment for creative thought.
Sitting in his back yard, separated from communication and social interaction, Newton
had the time and opportunity to think about things in a way that ended up impacting
the entire world. He watched an apple fall from a tree – and what a difference that
made! The theory of gravity – so important to science from that point forward – emerged
from Newton’s time of isolation.
Now we are the ones spending more of our time in our back yards. This is a good time
to step back and reflect on how we have been living on the earth and how we can live
on the earth. We often don’t understand our own vulnerability, but Covid19 has made
us abundantly aware of just how vulnerable we are. 
Now is the time to look at things from a wider perspective. When we think of sustainability
and our impact on the earth, we realize it’s not just about how we care for the earth;
it’s also about how we care for our families and our communities.
We rarely think of the fact that the typical grocery store stocks only a threeday supply
of food. This alone should prod us into thinking about how we can provide for our
families, become more selfreliant and, as a result, less vulnerable.
Many things have changed and will change as a result of this pandemic. Consider the
quality of the air we breathe. I recall seeing blue skies in the summer when I was a
child, but as I got older, I began to think possibly those blue skies occurred more rarely
than I had realized – until this summer.
All these human activities stopped with the onset of the coronavirus, and I realized that,
suddenly, the sky was just as blue as when I was a kid. It wasn’t that I didn’t remember it
clearly. The air was fresh again, not grayed by air pollution that makes us sick.
The coronavirus has greatly influenced the realm of communication. Many people have
been able to do their work from home effectively – in some cases, more effectively –
removing the need for travel, which reduces our fossil fuel use and our need for office
space.  This, too, should prompt us to consider alternatives that allow us to work more
effectively and reduce our impact on the environment.
People have also become more familiar with alternative ways of communicating during
the pandemic.  I don’t know that a lot of people had experience with Zoom before, now
everyone is using it.   And with that change, businesses are realizing the benefits:
Outdoor retailer REI announced in August that the reality of Covid19 caused them to
sell their newly completed eightacre corporate campus and to shift to a “less centralized
approach” in the future.
So the pandemic is giving us an opportunity to rethink the way we do things – from the
way we communicate to the way we educate; from the way we design our work and
living spaces to the way we impact the air we breathe. 
In short, the pandemic has given us a golden opportunity to redesign the way we live.n

Message from the Director
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Your Generosity is Vital
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The Center for the
Environment at
Catawba College, with

its big heart, community
outreach orientation and
spaceage mindset, strikes
me as a place that is ahead
of its time. Part of the reason
for this is that, by welcoming
guest speakers from across
the State of North Carolina
and world for nearly 25
years, the Center forges many collaborations that
help to bring new technologies and practices to
a global stage.  
These have included advancing understanding of
the potential for hydrogen and fuelcellpowered
rail systems—recently adopted in Germany. The
Center also assisted in facilitating one of the
largest campus photovoltaic and solar thermal
installations in the Southeast with very large
arrays on nearly every campus rooftop.
It is also interesting that the Center has long
helped students and community leaders learn

together about resource stewardship needs and
partner to address them.  As a result, college
students across myriad disciplines have applied
new insights and skills to career choices and
graduate studies.  
Over the summer months, faculty across Catawba
College work with the Center to provide a similar
immersion for high school students who hail from
many states across the U.S. As resource stewardship
topics become more pressing in the coming decades,
Catawba College students will lead the way by
helping the world learn how to prevent pollution,
convert waste products into renewable resources,
and mimic nature's genius in other ways. 
The partnership between the Center and the College
provides a good example of how to structure campus
and community collaboration to bridge sustainably
to the year 2100, a new century that many within
the current generation of Catawba College students
may well live to see.n
Julian Keniry is a former senior director at the
National Wildlife Federation (NWF), responsible
for creating NWF’s Campus Ecology, EcoLeaders,
Greenforce and EcoCareers Programs.  She is the
founder of the ESDI Group's Green Teach for
Opportunity (GTO).
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Anational thought leader in campus sustainability initiatives and outreach offered an amazing
assessment of the Center for the Environment recently. Julian Keniry, an author and cocreator
of the National Wildlife Foundation’s Campus Ecology Program, called our Center “incompa

rable.” No other center in the country has, in her words, “the approach, the perspective, the
longevity and the outcomes” that the Center for the Environment has.

We can’t stress enough the magnitude of Keniry’s assessment. She boldly asserts that the Center for
the Environment is without peer in the United States in the features she outlines. (You can read more
about her thoughts on the Center in the article above.) 

We hope you know you had a role to play in this. Your steadfast support over the years has allowed
us to develop this “incomparable” program, and we are extremely grateful to you.

You can help us continue this vital work. By giving generously to the Center, you will help us educate
and inspire people of all ages – Catawba students, elementary and high school students, the com
munity and the region – to create a greener and more sustainable world.

We invite you to become a significant partner in these worthwhile and “incomparable” efforts today.

An envelope is attached for your convenience. Or you may donate online: Click on GIVE on the Cen
ter’s website: www.CenterForTheEnvironment.org.
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The Fred Stanback, Jr. Ecological Preserve was
the centerpiece of a discussion in August
that encouraged science faculty and Center

for the Environment staff to consider a compre
hensive, longterm strategy for the preserve.

Dr. Andrew Jacobson, assistant professor in the
Department of Environment and Sustainability,
and Dr. Jay Bolin, chair of the Department of
Biology, convened faculty representing the depart
ments of Biology, Chemistry and Environment and
Sustainability as well as Center for the Environment
staff to share their research endeavors, past and
present, which have focused on the Stanback
Ecological Preserve. 

The staff of the Center, who maintain and manage

the preserve, work handinhand with Catawba
professors to enhance and develop research oppor
tunities associated with it.  

Jacobson noted that the meeting provided “the
rare kind of inspiration that emerges when a
number of people find that they all share a common
sense of purpose, vision and commitment.”  As
part of the discussion, Jacobson solicited input
related to a comprehensive map of the preserve
that he has been developing.

Dramatic change in biodiversity
Participants in the meeting discussed existing,
longterm studies of mosquitos led by Dr. Carmony
Hartwig, associate professor of biology, and bird
diversity led by Dr. Joe Poston, professor of biology.
“In our preserve our students have an opportunity
to observe, research, and synthesize a dramatic
change in a diverse community in real time,” says
Bolin. “This will serve them well in their careers
and link clearly to landscape level disturbances
connected to climate change, one of the great
challenges of our time.”

The group plans to continue collaborating on the
development of a comprehensive longterm strategy
focused on the future research opportunities,
stewardship and management of the preserve.n

Faculty Begin Developing Longterm Strategy 
for Fred Stanback, Jr. Ecological Preserve 

Andrew Jacobson & Jay Bolin review map of Stanback
Ecological Preserve.

Joe Poston’s 2019 National Environmental Summit
group does research on vertebrates on the Stanback
Ecological Preserve.

Carmony Hartwig sets a mosquito trap on the Stanback
Ecological Preserve as part of her research project.
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The invasive Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) is presenting
a clear and present danger to the biotic community
on the Fred Stanback Jr. Ecological Preserve.

EAB is an insect pest of ash trees that is sweeping

across North America. Subtle signs of the damage
caused by EAB in the preserve have been apparent
for several years. The signs were first noted during
the 2018 National Environmental Summit for
High School Students.
Dr. Jay Bolin, chair of Catawba’s Department of
Biology, notes that the die back on ash trees can
be clearly seen in the preserve, and the decline
of green ash will undoubtedly change the character
and structure of the flood plain forests of the
preserve within a few short years. 
“Our students’ vegetation plots demonstrate that
almost 70 percent of the canopysized trees in the
flood plain areas of the preserve are green ash,
and 20 percent of ash trees were dead or dying in
Fall 2019,” Bolin says. “We expect nearly complete
mortality of green ash trees by the time this year’s
freshmen matriculate with a degree.”
However, Bolin can see opportunities emerging
from this unfortunate situation. “While the decline
of the green ash in our forests is certainly a tragedy,”
he says, “it also provides a fascinating opportunity
for our students to study the cascading effects of
this abrupt change in the forest canopy.”n

Emerald Ash Borer Presents Danger on Preserve

National Environmental Summit student erects Emer ‐
ald Ash Borer sentinel trap in Stanback Preserve.

“so in ways great and small it’s really important
for us to educate students and prepare them
to be leaders on these issues in the future.”

Educating Young Students
The president is interested not only in educating
Catawba students about sustainability and the
environment but also in continuing the Center’s
efforts to reach preK12 students. The Center’s
NC Green Schools Program, Environmental
Summit for High School Students and partnership
in developing Energize NC, all work with students
in that age category.

“I think those kinds of programs are a terrific way
to continue raising awareness, to activate communities
and to prepare people for opportunities in the
future,” he says, including job opportunities in the
realm of sustainability. 

Creating an even more sustainably minded campus
will be important to the education of Catawba students,
according to Nelson. “If you can learn that in a com
munity like this, if you can begin to practice those
things while you’re in college, you’re probably going
to carry them with you into your home and into your
work when you get older,” he says.

Working across disciplines
Working across disciplines on matters of sustainability
is of special interest to Nelson. One of the great
opportunities for the future is articulated by an econ
omist named Spencer Glendon, Nelson says. A senior
fellow at Woods Hole Research Center in New England,
Glendon has “spent the last several years focusing
on models in climate science and finance and under
standing the gaps between the two disciplines and
their practitioners,” according to the Woods Hole
website.

Economics is about more than money, Nelson says.
It’s about the stewardship of all resources. “Issues
related to sustainability and climate are very much
about economy, but in the very broadest and
deepest sense.

“If that’s true, and I think it is, then I think there
are real opportunities for the work on the envi
ronment and sustainability to move across disciplines
and among disciplines,” Nelson says, “and I think
Catawba is the kind of college that has a curriculum
that can really produce those sorts of students
who have those skills, those abilities.”

Nelson says he will “look and learn and listen”
and see how students understand these concepts
and apply them in their own field of study.n

‘The Future is at Stake’
(Continued from page 1)
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The Center for the Environment now has a wealth of student interns. They bring their energy and gifts to the
work of the Center while receiving experience working for a nonprofit organization.  “We think it is important
to give Catawba students opportunities to serve as staff members so they can apply their classroom knowledge

in a realworld setting,” says John Wear, the Center’s founding director. “Experiential learning is an important
element in the Center’s goal for its students.”

Meet the Student Staff

Alberto Borges, an
Environment and
Sustainability major,
is one of the
Center’s outreach
specialists. 

Malachi Gray is the
Center’s preserve
keeper for the Fred
Stanback Ecological
Preserve.  He is an
Environment and
Sustainability major.

Jai Hall is the web
outreach coordina
tor at the Center.
She is pursuing a
double major in
Environ ment and
Sustain ability and
Business. 

Zach Johnson serves
as the Center’s vol
unteer coordinator.
He is pursuing a triple
major in Environment
and Sustainability,
Biology and Bio chem 
 istry. 

Madison Kluge, an
Environment and
Sustainability major,
serves as one of
the Center’s out
reach specialists.

Shane McCormick
served as an out
reach specialist for
the Center’s N.C.
Green Schools pro
gram. He majored
in Environ mental
Outdoor Edu cation. 

Jai Hall Madison Kluge

Malachi Gray
Shane McCormick

Zach Johnson

Alberto Borges

An interdisciplinary scho  lar
has joined the Center as
its new director of stu

dent engagement. Her research
and teaching interests span the
social and natural sciences as
well as the humanities.

Dr. Mercedes QuesadaEmbid,
Catawba’s associate professor of
environmental policy and advo
cacy, says she was “honored to
partner with the Center” in this

way. “It was a fascinating moment for me, in part, because
I just joined Catawba this past fall and one of the things
that really attracted me to the institution was the Center
for the Environment and the good work [it does].”

Her vision for student involvement extends to those beyond
the natural sciences. “I really have an interest in branching
out to other departments at the college and giving the Cen
ter more of an institutional presence,” she says. 

“There’s so much work that touches the field of sustain
ability,” QuesadaEmbid says. Students in sociology, psy
chology, business and economics also have a lot to offer.
“It could give the Center not only new perspectives to
consider but different partnership opportunities out in
the community as well.”

Connecting students in nonscience disciplines to the
Center’s sustainability efforts could “empower their
work in the world,” QuesadaEmbid says. “By diversify
ing a little bit, all of a sudden we’re going to create more
of a panoply of opportunity for the Center as well as for
those who may volunteer or become interns or stew
ards in the Center programs.

QuesadaEmbid also wants to extend the Center’s work
in the community in new ways. She notes that we typ
ically think about the environment in more tangible
physical ways – the soil, the water, the forests. “You for
get that that soil and that water and that forest are
completely impacted by the social components of our
society, and those sociocultural, sociopolitical and
socioeconomic components are really the drivers of
the decisionmaking of what’s going to happen for bet
ter or worse for the health of the soil, the water and the
forest,” she says.

She wants to connect with nonprofits like Happy Roots
and the Poor People’s Campaign, which would bring the
ecological, social and economic components together. 

QuesadaEmbid sees “magnificent potential” for the Cen
ter to expand and extend its influence at the college and
in the community. “I would love to bring some of these
fresh perspectives to the table,” she says.n

Mercedes Quesada‐
Embid

Bringing Fresh Perspectives to the Center
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Center Recognized for Work with Energize NC

The Center for the Environment staff received a
standing ovation from a crowd of more than 500
at a Boy Scouts of America (BSA) event April 9,

2019, in Cabarrus County.

The Center was lauded for its work in codeveloping
the BSA’s Energize NC curriculum. The program pro
vides STEM education centered on renewable energy
and sustainability, focusing particularly on atrisk stu
dents, ages 1114. Energize NC offers handson learn
ing outside the traditional classroom setting.

The goal is to prepare students in Title I schools for

North Carolinaspecific jobs in renewable energy, an
increasingly important sector of the state’s economy.
More than 230 students from Kannapolis Middle
School, North Rowan Middle School, Knox Middle
School, East Union Middle School and A.L. Brown High
School have participated in the program.

The Center’s partnership in the development of Ener
gize NC has been “most gratifying,” says John Wear,
the Center’s director. “It is yet another example of our
effort to extend and enhance environmental educa
tion in the state through our NC Green Schools pro
gram.”n

John Wear and Center interns Madison Kluge & Elizabeth
Howard pose before the Energize NC van.

Madison Kluge explains to Energize NC students how a bioreactor can take food scraps and other wastes and produce gas
for cooking and heating.

Energize NC students don lab coats for their science proj‐
ect.
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From Nutrition to Conservation, Wild Cats to Camel Spiders
The Center for the Environment hosted a number of presentations over the past year. Students, faculty, staff and the greater
community attended all the events. The following is a recap of those presentations:

Biblical Botany
Plants of the Bible Take Center Stage
A botany scholar, whose
research has taken him to
the Middle East, Africa and
Europe, discussed the plants
of the Bible at a Center for
the Environment presenta
tion February 28, 2019.
Catawba’s Biology Depart 
ment partnered with the
Center on the event.

Dr. Lytton Musselman, the
Mary Payne Hogan Professor
of Botany at Old Dominion
University, talked about the
ethnobotany of the plants.
Ethnobotany is the study of
a region's plants and their
practical uses through the
traditional knowledge of a
local culture and people.

Musselman noted that the
Old and New Testaments men
tion many numinous plants,
such as the burning bush and
manna, which are included within the holy texts for literary
purposes. He discussed the current ethnobotanical aspects
of these regional plants. Musselman emphasized the importance
of the text’s flora for native cultures and in the daily lives of
local peoples.

The discovery of
Kenya’s “strikingly
beautiful, golden
haired” camel spider
took center stage at
a presentation
March 14, 2019, at
the Center for the
Environment.

Albert Borges, the
founder of the
Explorer’s Club of
Kenya, a National

Geographic Explorer and an intern at the Center for the
Environment, talked about his exploration, research and
conservation of Marsabit in northern Kenya. 

His visual presentation focused on how his discovery of
the goldenhaired camel spider, when he was only 17,
catapulted his interest and passion for nature and its pro
tection. He further explained, through stories and anecdotes
how his current longterm project titled, “Marsabit Tree
Project,” is working with communities and local stakeholders
to reforest Mount Marsabit by broadcasting tree seeds
and actively planting trees. 

Borges gave a TED talk at the Africa Idea Search Conference
in Nairobi in 2017 and was awarded honorary membership
into the United Kingdom’s Scientific Exploration Society
the following year.

Kenya’s Goldenhaired Camel Spider

Dr. Jim Sanderson, founder and
director of the Small Wild Cat
Conservation Foundation, is dedi
cated to ensuring the survival of
small wild cats and their natural
habitats throughout the world.

He spoke February 25, 2020, to
Catawba students and the larger
community on global efforts to
conserve the world’s small wild
cats. Sanderson, together with
Bolivian and Chilean colleagues,
captured and radiocollared the first
Andean cat. He has also used camera phototraps to
survey wildlife populations and monitor biodiversity in
South America, Africa, China and Southeast Asia.

Catawba’s Department of Environment and Sustainability
partnered with the Center on the event.

A Cat’s Eye View of Conservation
Saving Our National Refuges

Geoffrey Haskett, president
of the National Wildlife
Refuge Association (NWRA),
spoke January 30, 2020,
on “Saving Our National
Refuges.”  He talked about
how NWRA is exclusively
focused on protecting and
promoting the 850million
acre National Wildlife
Refuge System, the world’s
largest network of lands

and waters set aside for wildlife conservation.

The organization centers its attention on policies and
legislation that undermine the integrity of the National
Wildlife Refuge System and advocates for efforts that
advance wildlife conservation.

Lytton Musselman (right) and
Jay Bolin, chair of Catawba’s
Biology Department, did field‐
work in northwestern Namibia
in January 2020. Bolin notes
that Musselman “has been an
inspiration to me, and I have
tried to model my teaching
after his infectious enthusiasm
for students and plants.” 

Alberto Borges did research in northern
Kenya.

John Wear and Geoffrey Haskett
of the National Wildlife Refuge
Association

Jim Sanderson with a
guigna, the smallest wild
cat in the Americas
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New Concepts of Wilderness, Wildness,
Inclusion & Belonging

Dr. Alexandra Sutton
Lawrence, Southeast
Regional Program Director
for The Wilderness Society,
spoke to students, faculty
and the community
October 24, 2019, about
the relationship between
people and landscapes.

She described how the
dual goals of The
Wilderness Society
Landscape Initiative
(WSLI) and individuals

who want to build relationships with minority populations
shape our vision for wilderness in the 21st Century.

The goal of the WSLI is to create a continental analysis of
climateresilient regions and highbiodiversity regions,
and the specific goal of individuals like her is to “build
lasting, authentic relationships with AfricanAmerican,
NativeAmerican, Latinx and blended ethnic communities
in key regions,” she says.

Catawba’s Department of Environment and Sustainability
partnered with the Center on the event.

Far, High and Dry
Dr. Jason Riggio, a
postdoctoral scholar
at the UC Davis
Museum of Wildlife
and Fish Biology, gave
a presentation March
9, 2020, on an effort
that included mapping
low human impact
areas across the globe.
He was the lead
author of the study,
which involved a team
of international re 
search ers led by the
National Geographic

Society and the University of California, Davis.

The study revealed that slightly more than half of the earth’s
icefree land remains without significant human influence.
“The encouraging takeaway from this study is that if we act
quickly and decisively, there is a slim window in which we
can still conserve roughly half of Earth’s land in a relatively
intact state,” Riggio said.

Catawba’s Department of Environment and Sustainability
partnered with the Center on the event.n

Nourish Your Tribe
Nicole Magryta, a 20year veteran of clinical nutrition,
introduced her new book, Nourish Your Tribe: Empowering
Parents to Grow Strong, Smart, Successful Kids, at a Center
event on March 28, 2019.

The book describes the impact that food and the environment
have on children’s development and longterm success.
It offers “answers to our nourishment crisis and exposes
our cultural food norms that are largely responsible for
the epidemic of chronic disease that affects half of all
Americans,” according to Magryta’s website.

She autographed copies after the presentation. Bread
Riot, who cohosted the event, provided food inspired
by the recipes in Magryta’s book.

Autoimmunity and the Environment: How
did we get here?
Dr. Chris Magryta, a
Salisbury physician with a
special interest in pediatric
allergies, asthma, autism
and immunology, discussed
the latest understanding
of the exploding autoim
mune disease problem in
the United States at a pres
entation on October 3,
2019.

Magryta provided insight
on how environmental fac
tors can predispose people
to autoimmune diseases.
Genetics, environmental
exposure, daily life choices
and stress levels all play a
role in contracting an
autoimmune disease. 

Bread Riot, who partnered with the Center on the event,
provided a tasting of locally grown foods, and the Spice
and Tea Exchange of Salisbury offered hot tea after the
presentation.

Nicole Magryta talks with Ana Clara Betancourt about the impact
that food and the environment have on children’s development.

Chris Magryta speaks on the
exploding autoimmune disease
problem in the United States.

Alexandra Lawrence (right) and a
local woman in Masai Mara, Kenya

Jay Riggio speaks to Catawba students
about his research which involved a
team of international researchers led
by the National Geographic Society.
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Art Advances Conservation Efforts
Artist and
activist Asher
Jay calls her
self a “creative
conservation
ist.” Her trav
els have
prompted her
to combat ille
gal wildlife
traff icking,
promote habi

tat sanctuaries and draw attention to humanitarian emer
gencies.

Jay was the keynote speaker at the 2019 National
Environmental Summit, the Center for the Environment’s
oneweek learning experience for 1417 year olds.

Center Director John Wear notes that the Center’s original
intent for the summit was to approach solving environmental
issues from a number of disciplines. “Everyone comes
with their own tool kit, talents and knowledge to help
solve the issues,” he says. “Asher Jay uses her artwork
to advance conservation efforts across the globe.”

Jay used visuals and personal stories to inspire the students
to take action.  “I want to communicate the atrocities
that are happening around the world,” she says, “but I
want to do it in a way where people feel enabled to par
ticipate.”

Be the Change
Maggie Dees, a student at Salem Academy in Winston
Salem, was particularly interested in the keynote speaker,
Asher Jay, a National Geographic Explorer who uses her

Heightened Awareness
Summit participant Kylie Showalter of Raleigh
felt that she gained a heightened awareness of
environmental issues at the 2019 National
Environmental Summit.

“I am obviously interested in the environment
and I care about it,” she says, but the experience
deepened her understanding of environmental
concerns. “So many issues are brought up,” she
says. “One day we talked about tigers in Asia
and then later that day we talked about rainforests.
There were so many different topics that widened
my perspective.”

For Showalter, the 2019 weeklong event was
her second summit experience. “I enjoy being able to go away and learn
with people I don’t know about a subject I’m really into,” she says. “It’s
also nice to be able to learn without it being highstakes, highpressure.”

She selected the focus group, “Can Technology Save Biodiversity?” which
covered the different types of technologies – including drones – that
are used to monitor biodiversity. “We looked at how we use it and
explored better ways of using technology,” she says. Finding costeffective
ways that underdeveloped countries can use was part of the conversa
tion.

Showalter feels she has grown as a result of attending the summit. “It
has increased my confidence in being able to talk about the environment
and what I think we can do for it,” she says.

National Environmental Summit: Producing ChangemakersEducate and Inspire

The ninth National Environmental
Summit for High School Students
featured everything from tech

niques for studying animals in the wild
to how art can change the world; from
the use of technology to address the
loss of biodiversity to observing but
terflies as qualityoflife indicators.

Students from as far away as Montana
gathered in July 2019 to learn about
the environment from a variety of
perspectives and hone their leadership
skills so they can become tomorrow’s
changemakers.

The summit draws on the expertise
of two other organizations and a host
of individuals for the summit. The
Center for the Environment partners
with Catawba College faculty, Rocky
Mountain Institute and the
Environmental Working Group to con
nect students with experts in their
fields.

“We are grateful that these organizations
and individuals continue to join us in
this important endeavor,” says Center
Director John Wear. “Many of these
professionals return year after year
to educate and inspire our participants.
It’s one of the very best things we
do.”n

NES keynote speaker Asher Jay uses her art to
inspire students to take action.

Kylie Showalter learns about
drones in her focus group
called “Can Techno logy
Save Biodiversity?”

The 2019 National Environmental Summit group

Summit students prepare to launch a
drone that can provide aerial views of
the Stanback Ecological Preserve.

Students participate in a session called “Just
Transitions: Building a Better Environment through
Collaboration” led by Elijah Brunson of the  Rachel
Carson Council.

RMI’s Connor Valaik, a Duke
University Stanback fellow,
engages students in a focus
group.

art to advance her activism for the envi
ronment.

“I had never looked at art involving the
environment,” Dees says. “It was cool
to get a different perspective.”

Dees’ summit experience sparked an
interest in environmental policy for her.
“I had only thought about the science
part of it before,” she says. “I became
super interested in the policy [realm].”

Experiences like the National Environmental Summit are
important, Dees says, because her generation will be the
one to address environmental issues in the future. “It is
very important that high school students are informed
about it, about ways we can help and become inspired
to be the change. I think that’s what the [summit] does.”

Inspired about the Future
Cady Diamond of Bozeman, Montana,
honed her skills of analysis at the National
Environmental Summit last year. She
notes that the event gave her oppor
tunities to solve problems in a collabo
rative setting. And she was glad to expe
rience life on a college campus. 

Excursions onto the Stanback Ecological
Preserve gave her insights into that
habitat where she discovered spiders,
butterflies and salamanders. She was
part of a group that took aerial views of the preserve
with a drone.

“I enjoyed learning about critical environmental policy issues
and meeting likeminded students from around the country,”
Diamond says. “I left inspired about the future.”n

Maggie Dees

Cady Diamond
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Newest NC Green Schools Recognized

Two new schools were recognized for the 201920
school year for their commitment to environmental
education and sustainable practices through the

NC Green School recognition program. There are now
23 schools statewide with the NC Green School designation
at three different levels: Promise, Quality, and Excellence. 

Hilburn Academy, a public STEM model school in Wake
County, was recognized as an NC Green School of Quality.
“The school has had a learning garden for some time,
but during the past school year, Hilburn Academy took
the initiative to empower students to make environmental
changes in the school by forming a Green Team and
targeting waste reduction,” says Katie Cavert Ferrell, NC
Green Schools coordinator. 

“Some projects included creating a vermicomposting bin,
turning old shoes into collection boxes for recycling crayons
and markers and making videos for the school news to
encourage correct recycling and waste reduction,” she says.

Green Team
coordinator and
first grade
teacher Danielle
Smith notes that
Hilburn Academy
wanted to give
students oppor
tunities outside
of the regular
brick and mortar
classroom and
help enrich their
learning through
handson expe
riences. “We
noticed that
schools contribute to a large amount of waste that goes
into landfills, so we decided to take action,” she says.

“Hilburn established a Green Team with the aim of
providing a positive learning outlet where students can
feel empowered to make a positive difference on their
environment and the world around them,” Smith says.

“We look forward to continuing to inspire more people
throughout our community to make a change and hopefully
encourage some future environmentalists as we aim to
reduce our waste going into the landfill,” she says.  

Lincoln Heights Environmental Connections Magnet Elementary,
a PreK  5th grade school located in Fuquay Varina, reached
the highest designation as an NC Green School of Excellence,
adding a second accolade to its recognition as a US Green
Ribbon School in the same year. 

“The Lincoln Heights’ vision is for students ‘to build rela
tionships and engage with their environment to become

empowered citizens,’” says Cavert Ferrell. “Especially
impressive are the school's engagement with local partners,
the school's commitment to having three fulltime teachers
dedicated to environmental connections, the upgraded
and efficient school facilities, the school showing leadership
in interdisciplinary studies, environmental education pro
fessional development for all teachers, and the wonderful
example of environmentally themed learning expeditions.” 

Lincoln Heights was motivated to become a NC Green
School to showcase its efforts “to fully embody our
magnet theme,” says Laura Wood, environmental con
nections integration specialist. “We have worked very
hard to create a culture of environmentally minded staff
and students, and we want to continue to cultivate that,
both in our school, as well as our local community. This
designation is one more way for us to show how committed
we are to creating positive environmental changes, locally
and, in turn, globally.” 

“What’s so great about these
two schools is that they are
not doing this work in a
bubble,” Cavert Ferrell says.
The lead green school teach
ers are part of a larger net
work called the Wake County
Green Schools’ Partnership,
a group that was formed to
share green school ideas
with other teachers in the
county and to mentor other
educators who want to inte
grate environmental con
cepts or projects [into the
curriculum].

“The green school movement is contagious, in a good way,”
Cavert Ferrell says. “We are so proud to recognize each of
these school communities on their journey of going green.”n

This Lincoln Heights student learns
how to identify different trees
using leaves at the "Outdoors in
October" event, where local com‐
munity partners set up booths
to teach about nature. 

John Wear and Katie Cavert Ferrell attended an all‐school cele‐
bration assembly at Hurley Elementary in the spring of 2019 to
present the school an NC Green School of Promise award.

Hilburn Academy students study bees at
their STEM model school.
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Hurley : NC Green School of Promise
Emily Rider, ESL teacher and Green
School Committee leader at Hurley
Elementary in Salisbury, notes that
when Hurley teachers began their
renewal process, they knew they want
ed sustainability and environmental
stewardship to be at the forefront of
their focus. “But soon, as we began
to plan, research, and visit other
schools, we were faced with a difficult
question: How does a school become green?” she says. 

“Finding the NC Green Schools program at this point was
a lifesaver!” Rider says. “Using the accreditation process
and Green Schools’ rubric, we were able look at individual
processes in our school and make changes to become
more sustainable. Additionally, our connection with NC
Green Schools opened up a world of resources, community
partnerships and advice from experts in the field. Hurley
still has a long way to go, but now we feel confident that
we can achieve our goal of being a school that lives the
values of environmental stewardship and sustainability.” 

Cane Creek: NC Green School
of Quality
Todd Robertson, a math teacher at
Cane Creek Middle School in Fletcher,
led the school to receive an NC Green
School of Quality designation. He notes
that the school is committed to this
cause and is working each year not
just to maintain the programs imple
mented in the past but to improve on
them while initiating new programs

each year.

“The NC Green School program has been fantastic in sup
porting our school’s environmental and sustainability
goals,” Robertson says. “The rubric and resources that
this program has provided have been instrumental in
giving clear directions and the tools we needed to learn
and grow both along paths we already had in focus and
new ones we had yet to explore.”

Queens Creek Elementary:
NC School of Excellence
Elaine Justice, principal at Queens
Creek Elementary School in Swansboro,
has been thinking green since 2012.

Named an NC School of Excellence in
201314, Queens Creek has seen stu
dents grow and thrive in a learning
environment which integrates sus
tainable practices, uses outdoor class

rooms and standardsbased lessons integrated with envi
ronmental themes, says Katie Cavert Ferrell, the NC Green
Schools coordinator. “The school environment encourages
a culture of environmental stewardship and global
citizenship,” she says.

“I am so proud every year when our 5th graders leave
for middle school,” Justice says. “I see 100plus students
who have learned to think for themselves, make a difference
in their community and school, and who will one day
make a difference of their choosing in this world.  Our
involvement in the Green Schools program has contributed
greatly to the success of the young people who leave us
for the next chapter of their lives.”n

Teachers Share Impact of NC Green Schools

Emily Rider

Todd Robertson

Elaine Justice

St. John’s Lutheran Child Development Center (CDC) in
Salisbury has created an outdoor learning environment
with the assistance of the Center for the Environment

and N.C. State University’s Natural Learning Initiative (NLI).
The new environment, which is scheduled to open this
fall, is a 20th anniversary gift for the CDC.

Amy Ritchie, Playground Committee chair, noted that the
planning process focused on a vision to “extend the classroom
outdoors with ageappropriate learning centers.

Center Director John Wear introduced members of the
playground committee to staff members of the NLI, which
helps schools and municipalities design creative outdoor
spaces for children.The plan offers play areas with drama
stages, climbing areas for older children, gardens, water
play, acoustic play and a multipurpose lawn.

“The result is a highly creative, engaging space that takes
full advantage of available land around the CDC in what
will become an ‘urban oasis’ of trees, rocks, streams and
play areas,” says Angel Owens, St. John’s communication
specialist.  

Wear lauded the
work of St. John’s
pastor, the Rev.
Rhodes Woolly,
and Ritchie’s
P l a y g r o u n d
Committee for
the project.
“These individu
als should be
commended for
their vision for
the future,” he
said. n

Church Partners with Center on
Outdoor Learning Environment

Playground Committee Chair Amy Ritchie,
John Wear and Robin Moore of NLI (at podium
in back) were part of the planning team.
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One of the “Right to Harm” pan
elists, Catawba Associate
Professor Dr. Mercedes

QuesadaEmbid, reminds us that food
production is about people and places. 

“In today’s contemporary society it
is easy to be disconnected from our
food production systems,” she says.
“When we go to the supermarket
or a restaurant, we do not receive
a full sense of where the foods we

eat come from, who is working the land, and how the
people, soils, waters, and airsheds are being impacted
by the fastpaced, chemicalintensive, industrial approach.” 

The documentary and panel session helped to put some
of those issues into clearer perspective, QuesadaEmbid
says. “By giving audience members a chance to hear
directly from individuals who work and live near these
places of production, the film and discussion reconnected
consumers to the producers.” 

Information and accountability go handinhand, Quesada
Embid says: “Looking someone in the eye whose front yard
is being sprayed daily and nightly with the toxic waste of
porkproducing farms reaffirms that this is an incredible
injustice to one’s right to a healthful existence. These food
issues are at the heart of environmental justice, and we
know that our people and places deserve far better.”

QuesadaEmbid notes that the insights raised on the
“Right to Harm” panel helped remind the audience that
the social, economic and ecological injustices people
face across the state, the nation and the globe are wholly
interconnected and can be remedied. “We can actionably
craft something better,” she says, “a system that empowers
and provides an accurate perception of the true value
of our people and our places.”n

Mercedes Quesada‐
Embid

Social, Economic & Ecological
Injustices Interconnected

The Impact of Factory Farms

“R ight to Harm,” a short film and panel discussion
at the Center for the Environment last fall
revealed the impact that factory farms have

on the health of the public. It was cosponsored by the
Catawba College Department of Environment and
Sustainability and the Center for the Environment.

The discussion revolved around concentrated animal
feeding operations, or CAFOs. Residents and activists
fighting the CAFOs point to their decrease in property
values, the inadequacies of government regulations, air
and water pollution, environmental racism and public
health concerns – everything from rashes and asthma
to COPD and compromised immune systems.n

Attorney John Hughes, second from right, responds to a
question during the panel discussion at Catawba College
following a screening of 'Right to Harm,' a film looking at the
public health impact of factory farming. Others on the panel
include, from left, film director Matt Wechsler; Mercedes
Quesada‐Embid, associate professor of environmental policy
and advocacy at Catawba; Jessica Culpepper, director of the
Food Project at Public Justice in Washington; Elsie Herring, a
community activist who lives beside a hog farm in Duplin
County; Mona Lisa Wallace, whose Salisbury firm has successfully
brought landmark lawsuits against the industry; and at far
right, Luke Dollar, head of the Department of Environment
and Sustainability at Catawba. 

Humans & Natural World Are Linked

The most im por tant thing that came out of the “Right
to Harm” event was “a newfound or heightened
understanding on the part of all participants and

attendees that the human condition and the condition of
the natural world are integrally linked. We must be
conscientious stewards of both the Earth and each other,
in order to do justice to the planet and ourselves.”

That’s the assessment of Dr. Luke Dollar, chair of Catawba’s
Department of Environment and Sustainability and moderator
of the “Right to Harm” panel. “Unless we understand the
connectedness between people, society, the planet and
health, we cannot adequately protect any one of those
things, and we must protect all of those things in order to
be successful,” he says. 

Dollar called the “Right to Harm” event “a shining example”
of how Catawba, the Department of Environment and
Sustainability and the Center for the Environment work to
convene the academic, social, cultural and environmental
components of life.n

Luke Dollar
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Will China Save the Planet?
“There is no solution to our climate crisis

without China,” says the cofounder and
president of the ChinaU.S. Energy Innova

tion Alliance.
Barbara Finamore, who spoke November 4, 2019, at a
Center for the Environment event, set the stage by noting
that the world is facing a rapidly accelerating climate cri

sis and, at the same time, experiencing a paradigm shift
in global energy.  “We need to accelerate that clean en
ergy revolution at a pace and at a scale that is unprece
dented in human history,” she said.
China must play a role in the solution, Finamore said.
Once a climate denier, China now leads the world in
clean energy jobs. “I believe the real turning point
came in 2013,” she said. “That was when the air pol
lution in China got so bad that it was like living or
breathing in an airport smoking lounge. Premature
deaths from air pollution reached 4,000 a day.”
China launched a $250billion air pollution control action
plan, targeting coal. In 2013, the country overtook the U.S.
as the leading investor in renewable energy. 
Finamore ended with an ancient Chinese proverb
“that I probably made up,” she said. “’When the winds
of change blow, some people build walls; others build
windmills.’ So, please help us build windmills because
every action matters, every degree of warming mat
ters, every year matters and every individual mat
ters.”n

Barbara Finamore notes that China is taking the lead in re‐
newable energy.

industries are combining to eat Rockefeller’s oil industry.
Lovins drove home the point that renewable energy sources
are not only driving dramatic change, but they signal the
transition from an age of carbon to an age of silicon.
Lovins described a United States by 2030 where more
electric cars will be sold than gas cars, where solar panels
on residential rooftops will be the norm, where utility
companies will be rewarded by cutting your bill and not
selling you more energy, where there will be fewer power
failures and a more resilient energy supply.
…he stressed it will be a shift led by companies who
want to make a profit. “Businessled and marketdriven,”
he said. “Enabled by smart policies, particularly at the
state and local levels.”

With the help of 60 colleagues [Lovins] laid out a profit
driven scenario for this kind of energy revolution in 2011
with the book, Reinventing Fire: Bold Business Solutions
for the New Energy Era.
If you continue to do things the old way, you’re probably
out of business (by 2030),” Lovins told the Post, “and
if you jump on the train pulling out of the station, you
could do very well.”
Lovins noted a couple of states in Australia already have
a third of their homes with solar on the rooftops. Several
countries are forging ahead of the United States in the
use of renewable energy. China is making about 75 percent
of the world’s solar panels and most of its wind turbines.
“We’re behind many (countries) and most of all, we’re
behind China,” Lovins said.
[However, Lovins lives in a spirit of “applied  hope.” He
would like to see the United States adopt this national
energy goal:] “By 2030, the United States should have a
vibrant economy and a much more secure and resilient
energy system, using energy nearly twice as efficiently as
now, using almost no coal and well on the way to getting
off oil and mostly off gas in the 2040s. We will have saved
by then well over a trillion dollars making that shift.”
The event was hosted by the Center for the Environment
in partnership with Clean Air Carolina, the N.C. Chapter
of the Sierra Club, the N.C. Sustainable Energy Association,
the N.C. Conservation Network and Catawba’s Department
of Environment and Sustainability.n

Energy Revolution Well Underway
(Continued from page 1)

Amory Lovins speaks to a small group of Catawba students.
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Orr told the audience. “Humans have never been on
the planet when carbon was so high.” Yet human
ingenuity is making strides to address the climate
challenge in ever more costefficient ways.

Americans like to think of technology as solving
problems, Orr said. “So our first impulse about
climate change is to say it’s a technological issue.
Others see it as economic: “If we just get the price
of things right,” Orr says, they think we’ll be able
to solve the problem.

But those related responses don’t address the
cause of climate change, Orr said. “If you want to
reckon with the cause of climate change, then you
have to go over into a different realm, and that
realm is politics.” 

A fourth way to think about climate change is as
a moral issue. Swedish environmental activist Greta
Thunberg has brought that facet to the fore in

recent times.

Orr explored the idea that American democracy
is dying and suggested things that can be done to
reverse the trend.  “Let’s begin to talk about what
kind of society we want,” Orr said.  “The clock is
ticking. Climate change means we’ve got very
limited time to resolve some very big issues about
how we conduct our public business.”

Orr noted that “this is no left or right issue. This isn’t
about Donald Trump; this is about the long roots. A
lot of the deferred maintenance in American democracy
goes back to the Constitution and before…. We have
to get from anger to constructive change.”

“Now what do you do?” he asked the people in
the audience. “Get involved. Read everything you
can. Connect, run for office. Write your representative,
organize, join the fight.

“We don’t have much time,” Orr said. “We have
to act. The question is: How do we act intelligently,
compassionately, decisively, to good effect for
future generations.”n

A Hotter, Less Democratic Time . . .
(Continued from page 1)

Preserve Offers Learning Lab for Center Programs

Lisa Pope takes area teachers to the Stanback Preserve
for instruction sponsored by the Center’s NC Green
Schools program.

Catawba students Madison Kluge and Holly Kuhn show
Livingstone College students organisms on the pre‐
serve.

David Orr talks to students in the classroom.
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Center Launches New Website 

The Center for the Environment has
launched a new web site. Center Director
John Wear enlisted the aid of Dr. Pamela

Thompson and her Web Technologies and Ecom
merce class to design and implement the new
site, which features a collage of photos on the
homepage.

Thompson, a professor in the Math and Computer
Science Department at Catawba College, notes that
realworld projects are regularly integrated into the
program’s instruction to give students actual expe
rience in projects related to information systems.
She eagerly took on the challenge of leading her
Spring 2018 class in the project when Wear ap
proached her with the idea.

The class learned how to complete a formal plan
ning process and worked closely with Wear and
Center staff, including Cathy Green and Elizabeth

Howard, who played a significant role in the initial
website design. “Students had to plan for the de
sign, transition from the old to new site (hun
dreds of pages), content management, hosting
and search engine optimization,” Thompson says.  

Maegen Worley, Catawba’s webmaster, assisted
with hosting and many other technical issues.
Students then started building the new website,
all in one semester.  Two students, Matthew
Hefner and Kathleen "Jai" Hall, continued the
work on the project in internships under the di
rection of Green and Howard.

Wear points out that this collaboration is an ex
cellent example of the partnerships the Center
has engaged in over the years. “We’re getting
ready to celebrate the Center’s 25th anniversary
next year,” he says. “We’ve had such a rich history
that would not have been possible without the
support and engagement of so many people, and
this is the latest illustration of that support.

“We are very grateful to Dr. Thompson and her class
and to the Center interns who helped bring this
project to fruition,” Wear says. “Between now and
2021 we hope to add a number of stories docu
menting all the interesting and meaningful things
that have occurred throughout our 25year history
through all our wonderful partnerships.”n

Cathy Green (left) and Jai Hall worked on the develop‐
ment of the new Center website.

When you walk into the Center for the
Environment building, you receive a
transfusion of hope in an everchanging

world. Over the last two years, I have watched
the Center support our faculty, students, and
community members. 

The Center is the lifeline of this building. They
[John Wear, Cathy Green and staff] provide our
students with internship opportunities, such as
outdoor education with the annual National
Environmental Summit, trail construction and
maintenance of the Fred Stanback, Jr. Ecological
Preserve, community outreach and event coor
dinating, and crash courses in the inner workings
of a nonprofit organization. 

Our students are exposed to topics that range
from sustainable gardening to green technology
through their interactions with the Center. Through
the development and maintenance of the preserve,

Kelly Flanigan with a red‐tailed hawk

Transfusion of Hope
By Kelly Flanigan

they are able to enrich their education with
extensive handson research opportunities. The
Center also offers a window into the Salisbury
community and this region, in which they have
been extensively involved. The Center has created
a homeawayfromhome for students, faculty
and community members alike. n

Kelly Flanigan is the department coordinator and
an adjunct professor in the Department of
Environment and Sustainability at Catawba College.
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Thank You to Our Donors, Sponsors and Partners
2019 Summit Partners
Catawba College

Department of Biology
Department of Environment
and Sustainability

Rocky Mountain Institute
Environmental Working Group
Heather White Strategies

2019 Summit Sponsors
Alice and Fred Stanback
Shelli and Brad Stanback
Nancy Stanback
Susan and Hayes Smith
Elizabeth and Mike Bauk
HurleyTrammell Foundation  

Gerry Hurley
Lewellen and Clyde Padgett
Jane and Mark Ritchie
Marty Pickett
Heather White
John Wear
Meg and Jay Dees
Lynn and Robert Bertram
Sara and Bob Cook
Gary Elkins
Margaret Lipe
Sharon and Jay Whittington
Carolyn and Doug Glasgow
Louis Eubanks
Carolyn and Wilbert Blackman
Lynn and Andy Porter

Center for the Environment
Advisory Council
Greg Alcorn Susan Norvell
Philip Blumenthal Ben Prater
Paul Bardinas Marty Pickett
Ken Cook Linda Rimer
Meg Dees Larry Shirley
Bill Holman Hayes Smith
Kacey Hoover Fred Stanback
Margaret Lipe Marianna Swaim
Connie Lowery Lisa Tolley
Chris Magryta Wanda Urbanska
Harvey Mason Lane Wallace
David Nelson Heather White

Faculty Partners
Jay Bolin
Sue Calcagni
Luke Dollar
Kelly Flanigan
Carmony Hartwig
Andrew Jacobson
Renee Just
Ashley LovePierce
Carol Ann Miderski
Lisa Pope
Joe Poston
Pam Thompson
Maria VandergriffAvery

North Carolina Green Schools of Excellence 
Barnardsville Elementary School
C.T. Koontz Intermediate School
Carolina Day School
Cove Creek Elementary School
Evergreen Community Charter School
Lincoln Heights Environmental Connections Magnet 

Elementary
Queens Creek Elementary School
Rainbow Community School
Salisbury Academy
Watauga High School

North Carolina Green Schools of Quality 
Cane Creek Middle School
Carolina International School
Charles D. Owen High School
Charles D. Owen Middle School
Fairview Elementary School
Hall Fletcher Elementary
Hilburn Academy
Hominy Valley Elementary School
Providence Day School
The Raleigh School
Two Rivers Community School

North Carolina Green Schools of Promise 
Hurley Elementary School
T.C. Roberson High School

Preserve keeper Malachi Gray, volunteer coordinator Zach Johnson and volunteer Dustin Sink stand before Fred Stanback, Jr. Ecological Pre‐
serve.
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Friends of the Center 2019 ‐ 2020

In Memory Of Donor 
Art Ching Dorothy Donaldson
Glenn Deal Ranae and John Karriker
Newton O. Fowler, Jr. Nancy Fowler
Harold Wayne Holste Eugenia Holste
Thomas and Martha Dell Hudson John Hudson
Alonzo Killian Catherine Benoit
Susie and Tom Thurston Susan Sember
Rick Travis Jean McCoy
Mr. James H. West, Jr. Jean West
Bill Stanback Jane and John Riley

In Honor Of Donor
Anna Grace Woolly Krista and Rhodes Woolly
ADK – Kappa Chapter, 

Catawba College Jan Dineen
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Caddell Jean West
Raymond Coltrain’s  70th Birthday Sharon and Jay Whittington

In Honor Of Donor
Rev. Mollie Landers Hatt Gail Landers
Mr. and Mrs. David McCoy Jean West
Michaela D. Patterson Jean West
Beth Porter and her new book Lynn and Andy Porter
Jane and John Riley Rachel and Jim Dunn
Fred and Alice Stanback NRDC – 

Patricia and John Adams
Fred and Alice Stanback Pam and Bob Setzer
Fred and Alice Stanback Jane and John Riley
Fred and Alice Stanback Mary Ellen Turner
Fred and Alice Stanback Carolyn and Wilbert 

Blackman
Juanita Teschner Elizabeth and English Cook
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Whittington Jean West
Mr. and Mrs. David West Jean and Jim West
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Whittington Jean and Jim West

$25,000 and above
Alice and Fred Stanback
Shelli and Brad Stanback

$10,000 to $24,999
Nancy Stanback

$1,000 to $9,999
Missie and Greg Alcorn
Elizabeth and Mike Bauk
Lynn and Robert Bertram
Hunter Boyd
Sara and Bob Cook
HurleyTrammell Foundation  
   Gerry Hurley
Lewellen and Clyde Padgett
Marty Pickett
Jane and Mark Ritchie
Annette and Hap Roberts
Susan and Hayes Smith

$500 to $999
Rachel and Charlie Bernheim
Meg and Jay Dees
Steve Havnaer
Harry Lancaster
Jennie, Mark, and Ian Lins
Margaret Lipe

Up to $499
Ricky Barrier
Christie Benoit
Jo Ann Bernhardt
Carolyn and Wilbert 
   Blackman
Charity League of Salisbury
Elizabeth and English Cook
Samantha and Todd 
   Dagenhart
Elizabeth and Mark Derrick
Jan Dineen
Luke Dollar
Dorothy Donaldson
Thomas Duckwall
Rainey Duke
Rachel and Jim Dunn
Louis Eubanks
Nancy Fowler
Carolyn and Doug Glasgow
Jenn Goble
Joyce and Joel Goodwin
Fred Haffner
Rosemary and Bill Hall
Clyde Harris
Elizabeth Harry
Steve Hatch
Bill Holman
Eugenia Holste

Ruth Anne Hood
Gail Hounshell and Trevor 
   Williams
John Hudson
Cecelia Illing
Ranae and John Karriker
Frank Labagnara and David 
   Garling
Gail Landers
Rosalie and John Laughlin
Madison Lemoine
Laura and Brien Lewis
Betty Little
Anne and Bob Loeblein
Deborah Lucas
Eric Marsh
Jean McCoy
Betty and Bud Mickle
Judy and Bruce Miller
Sarah Moore
Simply Good – 
   Steve Moreno
Barbara and Jim Norman
NRDC  Patricia and John 
   Adams
Jean Owen
David Patterson
Carolyn and Dewey Peck
Harold Poole
Lynn and Andy Porter

Ron Potts
Marianne and Gary Pruett
Laura Richards
Jane and John Riley
Judith Rochelle
Kathy and Bobby Rusher
Susan Sember
Pam and Bob Setzer
Missy Shives
Brenda Sigmon
Norman Sloop
Sherry and Mike Strother
Pam and John Stuart
Marianna and David Swaim
Juanita and David Teschner
Janice and Tim Truemper
Mary Ellen Turner
Wanda Urbanska
Ivan Urlaub
Tom Watson
Gwen and Bill Webb
Jean West
Fran and Dave West
Carol and Bobby Whisnant
Sharon and Jay Whittington
Sandra and Jerry Wilkes
Lyn and Al Wilson
Peggy and Robert Wilson
Krista and Rhodes Woolly
Yadkin Path Montessori 
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Be a good environmental steward. Please share this newsletter with a friend!

National Environmental Summit students have fun as well as learning about the environmental issues of our time.


